Following the Turabian A/D style means after each use of a source in the text of your paper, you must insert a parenthetical reference that indicates to readers the Author publication year, and page number of the source being referenced.

This specific citation corresponds to a full citation at the paper’s References list. Here’s what that looks like:

**BOOK**

One author

In the body of your paper:

Throughout the early twentieth century, women scholars had increasing impact on scholarship and were proving themselves to be especially adroit researchers as well as specifically gifted teachers (Anderson 2011, 3).

That’s your parenthetical citation.

In the corresponding entry at the References List:


Other Examples

**BOOK**

Parenthetical, more than one author:

( Doe and Brown 2011, 4 – 5 ) the numbers are the pages you got your info from.

Reference List more than one author:


**ARTICLE**

Parenthetical:

( Author Last Name Year, page ).

Reference List:

Author Last Name, First. Year. Article title: With subtitle. Periodical Title Volume, issue no. # (Month): page – page.

*Any source accessed via electronic means should include the URL (i.e. http:// ) address at the end of the Reference listings as well as (accessed Month Day, Year) of access.*